Sir/Mamm, I placed this class of

In the order of ______ ______ ______ for the following reasons.

I placed number ___ at the top of this class because ________________________
(Main reason why you placed the top animal first)

In my top pair I placed number ______ over number_______ because ________________________
(Reason why you placed your first place animal over your second place animal)

__________________________________________

I grant that number _____ was ___________________ ____________

But I Criticize number ____ and placed it second Because ________________________
(Why you placed this animal second)

In my middle pair I placed number ______ over number_______ because ________________________
(Reason why you placed your second place animal over your third place animal)

__________________________________________

I grant that number _____ was ___________________ ____________

But I Criticize number ____ and placed it third Because ________________________
(Why you placed this animal third)

In my bottom pair I placed number ______ over number_______ because ________________________
(Reason why you placed your third place animal over your fourth place animal)

__________________________________________

I grant that number _____ was ___________________ ____________

But I Criticize number ____ and placed it last Because ________________________
(Why you placed this animal last)

__________________________________________